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False Flag
by Jeremy James

When Hitler wanted to consolidate his hold over the German people and remove

certain constitutional protections, he arranged for the parliament building, the

Reichstag, to be burnt down. This pivotal event took place in Berlin on 27 February,

1933. He blamed the fire on the Communists and claimed that they were planning a

general uprising. The Reichstag Fire Decree was issued just one day after the fire. It

suspended the right to assembly, freedom of speech, and freedom of the press. It also

gave special powers to the police, effectively turning Germany into a police state. The

regime used these powers to arrest and imprison political opponents without charge,

to dissolve political organizations, and to confiscate private property.

The fire was a false flag event, where one side committed a ghastly deed and blamed it

on its enemies (Thus the ‘false’ flag, the flag of the enemy). By doing so it sought the

moral high ground, tricking the public into thinking that such draconian laws were

necessary to protect them. All the while, the real villains were already in power, using

the machinery of state to strengthen their hold over the people. Through this decree,

‘For the Protection of the People and the State’, the Nazis seized total control of

Germany and brought that great nation to the brink of destruction in just 12 years.
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The Reichstag Fire

Pearl Harbor
Another false flag event – the bombing of Pearl Harbor on 7 December 1941 – was

used to bring the U.S. into the Second World War. The American leaders knew what

the Japanese were planning but did nothing to stop it. Instead of keeping their Pacific

Fleet in dock in San Diego, beyond the reach of the Japanese, they moved it to Hawaii.

A few days before the Japanese attack, the Americans sailed a few of their best ships

into the open seas so that, when the attack came, they would still have some vessels in

reserve.

Pearl Harbor

A great many Americans – though, alas, not nearly enough – know that 9/11 was a

false flag event. It was an ‘inside job’, planned and executed by the masterminds

behind the coming New World Order. It enabled the Elite to turn America into a

surveillance state – the step before a police state – and to authorize the invasion and

destruction of several sovereign nations, including Afghanistan, Iraq, Syria, Libya and

Yemen. This massive destabilization of the Middle East and N Africa was a necessary

prelude to the creation of World War Three.
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Flashpoints
A number of flashpoints were set in place after 1945 to help ignite this war. North

Korea was an entirely artificial creation, a ‘rogue’ state which would be used later to

‘threaten’ the United States. In reality it’s a backward agrarian society ruled by a gang

of thugs who are following the script written for them by the leaders of the NWO. They

have no missiles that can hit the U.S., and they have no nuclear bombs. Such devices

do not exist. They are physically impossible. The USSR didn’t have them either, but

for decades the Elite maintained this deadly deception, stoking a ‘Cold War’ and

keeping the world in a state of anxiety and fear using the threat of ‘mutual assured

destruction.’

The Korean ‘fuse’ was primed when Trump took office. The on-again-off-again

negotiations to date to contain its nuclear capacity are merely a way of convincing the

public that this backward state is unpredictable and dangerous.

Taiwan is another flashpoint. It was established in 1949 as the only part of China,

besides Hong Kong, that would remain free of Communist rule. China has consistently

claimed that Taiwan is part of her sovereign territory and that it must ultimately revert

to Chinese control. The current unrest in Hong Kong is a sign that the ‘fuse’ has been

lit and that those parts of greater China which are currently beyond Communist rule

will shortly be reined in.
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Another, albeit little known, flashpoint may be found in Kashmir. This is supposedly a

disputed territory on the border of Pakistan and India. The angry protests between the

two sides since 1948, when Pakistan was created, have occasionally led to violence.

However, it is largely a show manufactured by the NWO, a phony dispute whose only

purpose is to trigger a major conflict in the region when the time is right. Both

countries claim to possess nuclear bombs, so any escalation of tension between the

two will carry with it the prospect of mass fatalities. It is extraordinary that no-one

appears to have asked how a poor, uneducated nation like Pakistan could claim to have

developed a nuclear bomb as far back as 1990, while Iran, a much more advanced

society in every way, is still struggling to do so. The reality, of course, is that neither

India nor Pakistan possess these devices, nor will Iran, and that the mass fatalities,

when they occur, will be achieved by other means.

Recent developments
The Kashmiri ‘fuse’ was lit a few weeks ago – 5th August – when a presidential decree

revoked Article 370 of the Constitution of India. Article 370 guaranteed special rights

to the Muslim-majority state, including its own constitution and the freedom to make

its own laws, except in relation to defense and foreign policy. This formal revocation

is the most radical move taken by either side in the past 70 years. It has resulted in a

crippling curfew in Kashmir, the shut-down of the Internet and telecommunications,

and the arrest of political leaders.
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Within a very short period, therefore, three major flashpoints have been made ready

– N Korea, Hong Kong / Taiwan, and Kashmir. And it doesn’t end there. A few days

ago President Trump ordered American troops in Syria to withdraw. Even high-

ranking members of his own party have been horrified by this impetuous decision. The

sudden withdrawal of these troops will create a huge power vacuum in the region

which Turkey will rush in to fill – seemingly with the approval of President Trump.

The Kurds, who have worked closely with the Americans to maintain stability in the

region, will be abandoned. And the thousands of ISIS fighters who are currently in

detention in Syria, under American supervision, will very likely be liberated by the

Turks (who have been supporting them secretly for several years). Already the Turks

are planning to create a ‘buffer zone’ across northern Syria, which could be as much as

30 miles deep and 200 miles in extent. This will only inflame the situation and

convince the Kurds that, unless they respond with maximum force, they will be

surrounded and wiped out by the Turks.

The Kurdish flashpoint
This region is actually a far-sighted flashpoint created by the British and the French

before 1945. After the collapse of the Ottoman Empire, the British and the French

carved up and distributed immense tracts of territory formerly ruled by the Turks in

order to address the competing demands of various ethnic groups in the region. This

is why the map of the Middle East has so many straight-line borders. The Kurds – the

Medes of the Bible – had a legitimate historical claim to a state of their own, but they

received nothing. They have hung on precariously ever since, wedged in between

Turkey, Syria, Iraq and Iran.
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The priming of fuses and flashpoints
Many commentators see the destruction of the largest oil refinery in Saudi Arabia on

14 September as a false flag operation overseen by the Anglo-American axis. If that is

the case then it, too, forms part of the current fuse priming exercise.

Another fuse is being lit in Europe, the infamous Brexit deadline, which has been set

for 31st October. The British people are slowly coming to realize that they have been

betrayed by their political leaders and that the entire Brexit fiasco has been

deliberately engineered by the Elite to advance the New World Order agenda. An

isolated Britain, having been punished economically by Germany and France for

leaving the EU, will side with the U.S. in the coming world war, while Germany, though

claiming to remain neutral, will move closer to the Russian-Turkish axis.

A fuse has also been lit in the world financial system in the form of negative interest

rates. The average person might not appreciate the significance of this but it shows the

extent to which the system has been undermined. Roughly a quarter of all debt issued

by governments and big corporations is now trading in negative yields. This means

that anyone holding such a bond to maturity will get back less than they handed over

initially. In short, they are paying the issuing institution to look after their money. A

pension fund, for example, that invested in such debt (as they must) could hand over

$100m in the knowledge that it will receive back only $99m or less at some future date.

This is absurd, of course, but it is now becoming a standard feature of the existing

system. The following chart illustrates how rapidly this is happening:
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The message is stark. If the current trend continues – and there is nothing to indicate

that it won’t – the world financial system will totally implode within a few years.

Should this transpire, the ultra-rich Elite will be attacked by the masses for allowing it

to happen. However, we know the Elite would never run such a risk, so they must have

a convincing excuse ready, an “event” that will take the blame for everything. We will

return to this “event” in a moment.

A maverick, irrational President
The insane decision by President Trump to suddenly withdraw American troops from

Syria is just part of a bewildering litany of poor decisions and impetuous acts. The

trade war with China is a prime example. Not only is it lacking any economic

justification – since it will do great harm to American industry and agriculture – but

it will inflame relations with a Marxist state that is simply waiting for an excuse to

inflict damage on the U.S. In short, Trump is leading his fellow Americans into a trap.

As we have stated in several papers, when the American people elected Trump, they

landed themselves in a Constitutional crisis. They now have a head of state whose

capricious and irrational mode of leadership is doing harm to America on the world

stage. We are seeing this already with the trade war and his decisions regarding Syria

and Turkey’s future role in that region. No genuine leader of presidential stature

‘tweets’ the world with whimsical comments about national policy and current affairs.

No genuine leader slanders and maligns his political opponents with schoolboy

rhetoric and juvenile insults. And no genuine leader continually changes his mind or

his policy position on matters of national importance. But President Trump does all of

these, and more. He is exactly the kind of ‘leader’ the Elite want in power when the

“event” occurs.

When it does, Congress will probably be suspended and the full panoply of Executive

powers – specified in a series of Executive Orders stretching back over several decades

– will be conferred on the President. He will then rule by fiat.

The Pope, Francis I, is sitting in the background, flanked by several Cardinals.

The pagans and shamans in the circle are conducting a pagan “ecological” ritual.
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Illuminati Ritual in the Vatican Gardens
Before discussing the planned event, we will look at a ritual held in the Vatican

Gardens on Friday 4th October. Pope Francis, along with several Cardinals, attended

a pagan tree-planting ceremony in the gardens conducted by a group of Amazonian

shamans and pagans. At first the Pope sat outside the circle observing the proceedings,

but then he joined the circle and even went to the center to ‘plant’ the tree. In the

course of the ritual he bowed before carved images, including images of the pregnant

Amazonian goddess, and was presented with a black ring. The photos below are a grim

record of this startling occult ritual:

The Pope is being ‘blessed’ by a shaman.

The gourd rattle in the shaman’s hand is meant to dispel evil spirits.

The Pope helps to plant the ‘sacred’ tree.
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The Amazonian witch dresses the occult tree of life

while the Pope stands respectfully beside her.

‘Rag trees’ are well known pagan shrines, where a petitioner ties a

ribbon to the sacred tree as an offering to the ‘god’ or spirit living

in the tree. The ‘god’ is then expected to fulfil their request.

The Pope welcomes the Amazonian fertility idol.
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The Pope was conducting a blasphemous Illuminati ritual, summoning Gaia, the

‘Earth Mother’ to occupy the Vatican and ‘plant’ herself in the midst of the Roman

Catholic Church. He was even presented with, and accepted with his blessing, an effigy

of this entity. We need hardly comment further on this appalling episode. It marks a

wicked rejection of everything that the LORD and His Son, Christ Jesus, have revealed

for our salvation.

A notable attendee at this ritual was the Ghanaian Cardinal, Peter Turkson, who made

a Cosmos out of Chaos oration during the event. He concluded with the following:

“And the lesson here is simple: Chaos with the Word of God becomes Cosmos.

Conversely, Cosmos without God’s Word turns into chaos!”

This is a standard Illuminati belief, straight from the Masonic textbook. Of course, the

deity they have in mind is not the LORD God of the Bible but the Great Architect of

Freemasonry.

The Vatican welcomes the New World Order
The same Cardinal Turkson was president of the Pontifical Council for Justice and

Peace from October 2009 to the end of 2016. Under his leadership the Council issued

an infamous report in 2011 called, Towards Reforming the International Financial

and Monetary Systems in the Context of Global Public Authority. It called for the

abolition of the ‘Westphalian’ system of independent sovereign states and the creation

of a ‘Global Public Authority’ to govern the entire earth. The authors claim that the

existing system of nation states is not capable of addressing the challenges now facing

the world:

“Modern States became structured wholes over time and reinforced

sovereignty within their own territory. But social, cultural and political

conditions have gradually changed. Their interdependence has grown – so

it has become natural to think of an international community that is

integrated and increasingly ruled by a shared system – but a worse form of

nationalism has lingered on, according to which the State feels it can achieve

the good of its own citizens in a self-sufficient way.”

Pope Francis and Cardinals attend the ritual in the Vatican Gardens.

Cardinal Turkson is on the far right.
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What they are proposing, of course, is a New World Order.

They claim, further, that this peaceful and prosperous utopia will not be brought into

existence without “anguish and suffering”:

“In a world on its way to rapid globalization, the reference to a world

Authority becomes the only horizon compatible with the new realities of our

time and the needs of humankind. However, it should not be forgotten that

this development, given wounded human nature, will not come about

without anguish and suffering.”

This is the Illuminati game plan in a couple of paragraphs – the creation by force of a

totalitarian world government. By “anguish and suffering” they mean the traumatic

upheaval that must necessarily precede the creation of their proposed utopia. In short,

a major world war.

Since he was writing at a time when the public was only dimly aware of what the Elite

were planning, H G Wells described the endgame with chilling candour:

“And for the rest, those swarms of black, and brown, and dirty-white, and

yellow people, who do not come into the new needs of efficiency? Well, the

world is a world, not a charitable institution, and I take it they will have to

go. The whole tenor and meaning of the world, as I see it, is that they have

to go. So far as they fail to develop sane, vigorous, and distinctive

personalities for the great world of the future, it is their portion to die out

and disappear.”

- H G Wells, Anticipations of the Reaction of Mechanical and Scientific Progress

Upon Human Life and Thought, 1902
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The shamanic ritual in the Vatican Gardens, in which the Pope played an active part,

was a shameless exhibition of Illuminati arrogance. They are so confident of victory

that they are now flaunting their blasphemies before the world. It is as if they are

saying, We are now unstoppable. We will land the fatal blow at a time of our own

choosing and there is absolutely nothing you can do about it.

CONCLUSION
The cabal behind the coming New World Order are getting ready to take the

implementation of their plan to the next level. So many flashpoints are being activated

all at once that we would be naïve to imagine this is happening by chance. And if it is

deliberate, then it must be a prelude to something big, a seismic shift in the status quo.

This points strongly to an imminent false flag attack, a shocking event of the kind

described above. Just like 9/11, it will set in motion a cascade of social, economic,

political and military shocks, but on a far greater and more devastating scale.

Parts of California scheduled to suffer intentional blackouts in October

by the power company, PG&E. There is no precedent for this.

The reason, we are told, is to enable the grid to be made

more secure in regions vulnerable to forest fires.

Does this make sense to anyone?
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Since the Illuminati have always used fear to paralyze the masses, we can expect this

event to be visually spectacular, something they can show over and over again on

television. It will be a ‘nothing will ever be the same again’ moment. Since these people

are fundamentally psychopathic, the mounting death toll will mean nothing to them.

The event will need to occur on American soil if it is to have maximum effect. Since we

have already described how this is likely to be achieved – see our paper #190 – we

won’t discuss this aspect any further. We will note, however, that the target will

probably have to be on or near the west coast if the scenario in #190 is the one selected.

They will likely execute this part of their plan while Trump is still in office. As we noted

earlier, for the architects of the NWO he is the ideal person to ‘lead’ the United States

at such a time – irrational, impetuous, egotistical, impatient, and devoid of sound

judgment. How much confidence will the American people have in a leader who sent

out the following tweet on 7th October? -

“…in my great and unmatched wisdom.” Are these the words of the U.S. President or

the Wizard of Oz?

The people of America ought to be deeply concerned by all of this. The Elite have given

you a clown as commander-in-chief and – as we have explained in many of our

previous papers – a world financial system that is designed to fail. Add the twin

hammers of Marxism – Russia and China – and you have a disaster waiting to happen.

They seem intent on using a false flag attack on the U.S. mainland to set the whole

thing in motion.
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We may soon see grown men cry and a grief too great to bear. It may strike in the

coming year, or it could be delayed into the next Presidential term. But this much is

clear, it’s thundering down the tracks and the noise is already deafening. The prince of

this world has engineered everything through his earthly servants, and the lukewarm

Laodicean church – dominated by Nicolaitans – simply sat back and said nothing. No

evil was too outrageous to make them break their silence.

Alas, there comes a point when judgment falls.

***

“For the wrath of God is revealed from heaven against all

ungodliness and unrighteousness of men, who hold the truth in

unrighteousness; …when they knew God, they glorified him not as

God, neither were thankful; but became vain in their imaginations,

and their foolish heart was darkened.” - Romans 1:18-21

“And it shall be, when they say unto thee, Wherefore sighest thou?

that thou shalt answer, For the tidings; because it cometh: and every

heart shall melt, and all hands shall be feeble, and every spirit shall

faint, and all knees shall be weak as water…” - Ezekiel 21:7

_________________________

Jeremy James

Ireland
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